A hybrid system for cell detection in digital micrographs
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ABSTRACT
To analyze large sets of digital micrographs from
high-throughput screening studies with constant accuracy,
advanced image processing algorithms are necessary. In
the literature, systems have been proposed applying modelbased fitting algorithms, morphological operators and artificial neural networks (ANN). Because single approaches
show limited performance, we propose a hybrid system that
combines the Hough transform with a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network. Our results show, that the combination of both approaches improves the performance and the
positions of cell bodies are obtained with increased sensitivity and positive predictive value.
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Introduction

In recent years, substantial progress could be observed
for the application of optical microscopy in pharmaceutical research, particularly in molecular and cellular biology
[1, 2]. Advances in molecular staining together with improved imaging technology now enables visualization of
macromolecules in cells (e. g. [3, 4]). This paves the way
to getting a broader view on cell functions [5] because
in microscopy based approaches the information about
in vivo spatial correlations in the molecular data is preserved, which is a feature not owned by many other methods (as e. g. gel-electrophoresis or microarrays). The demand for topological information is strongly motivated by
the new established research field, called systems biology
[6], where measurements of different cellular parameters,
i. e. genome, transcriptome, proteome and metabolome,
are integrated into cellular regulation models. In this work,
images from immunofluorescence experiments, referred to
as fluorescence micrographs are to be evaluated. There,
macromolecules are visually proven by staining with fluorescent monoclonal antibody markers (mAb). This field
is of special interest in the context of validation of tar-
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get structures in drug discovery, where an advanced understanding of the functional and topological relationships
of proteins is regarded as a prerequisite to future breakthroughs.
After image post-processing and registration, the data
usually has to be analyzed by (a) direct manual exploration (generally by visual inspection) and/or (b) statistical
datamining methods. To perform (b), quantitative data has
to be extracted from the images. To this end, it is inevitable
to perform an image segmentation interactively or full automatically. But the segmentation of micrographs has to
deal with certain problems that are specific to this particular domain [7]. Those are inhomogeneous illumination,
occlusion, considerable variation of shape, size and signal
intensity to name a few.
Most of the work in biomedical image analysis is concerned with the segmentation and visualization of macrobiological structures [8]. Compared to this, approaches
for the analysis of microbiological image domains are less
published. One reason for this is the large diversity in the
image domains of microbiological studies, which is caused
by the complexity of cell functions, resulting from the overwhelming diversity of expressed molecules and their relationships.
In the past, algorithms for automatic micrograph analysis (or related tasks) had been proposed based on watershed algorithm [9], thresholding and morphological operators [10, 11], deformable models [12], artificial neural networks (ANN) [13], advanced version of the Hough transform [14, 15, 16]. The performance of the approaches is often evaluated using receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
analysis, where complementary pairs of terms (for example
sensitivity against specifity) are plotted [17, 18, 19].
The works above aim at the application, further development and evaluation of single approaches. Indeed, the
different approaches seem to have their individual strength
and weaknesses. Thus, for a first time we present a hybrid system that aims to combine the strengths of two approaches: the Hough transform and an artificial neural network (ANN) classifier. The Hough transform computes
cell position candidates, which are post-processed by a
trained multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network. From the
counts of true positive (TP), false positive (FP) and true
negative (TN) positions the acuuracy of the detection is as-

sessed in ROC terms of sensitivity (SE=TP/(TP+FN)) and
positive predictive value (PPV=TP/(TP+FP)).

2

Material

Basis of our study is a set of fluorescence micrographs from
a collaborative study. The micrographs show lymphocyte
cells in a blood sample. The intensity values identify the
presence of a molecule via immunofluorescence [20]. In
the visual field, the cell bodies appear round, but have an irregular fluorescence signal. For a following statistical analysis, it is necessary to locate fluorescent cell bodies under
the applied dye. In principle, many more protein signals
than illustrated here can be captured in one biological sample by using new robotic imaging approaches. The images
are of size 658 × 517 pixels, the average diameter of a cell
is 10 pixels.

3
3.1

Methods
Hough transform based cell detection

The general idea of the Hough transform [21] is to define a
mapping from the pre-processed feature space to a parameter space, the so called accumulator, where each pixel that
belongs to the contour of an object in the image space is
mapped to the same point in the accumulator. The more
regular the object contour is, the more pixel are mapped to
the same point in the array. The objects in the image are
detected by post-processing local maxima in the accumulator.
Since the cell have circle-like shape we apply the
Hough transform for circle detection. The accumulator is a
three dimensional array (u, v, r) of circle origins (u, v) and
radii r = 10 ± 3 . To realize the circle detection different
strategies have been proposed [14, 15, 22, 23]. Our system employs the approach proposed by [22]. In the three
dimensional array, all entries are incremented by one, that
represent a possible cell center at (x, y) for different radii
r (see Fig. 2 (a)). Each point is represented as a cone
in the array and a circle with radius r! at image position
(x! , y ! ) is represented by a local maximum in the array at
u = x! , v = y ! , r = r! .

To extract the cell positions from the computed accumulator, the radius cross sections!
are projected onto one plane
(see Fig. 2 (b)): F̄ (u, v) = r F (u, v, r). In this projection image, cell positions are represented by large local
maximum values. Cell position candidates are computed
applying a maximum filter followed by the application of a
threshold th that eliminates false candidates caused by low
local maxima.

3.2 MLP based cell classification
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are applied to image
patch classification. A supervised learning algorithm is
provided a training set Γtrain = {(v(λ) , y (λ) )}λ=1,...,nt of
image regions v(λ) (e. g. a 16×16-neighborhood) and class
labels y (λ) . The label is set to y (λ) = 1 for regions x(λ) that
contain a particular biological structure (in this case a cell)
and y (λ) = −1 for those who do not. After training the
ANN, the network realizes a mapping C : v #→ y, i. e. a
classification of image regions the degree of belief, that the
region shows a fluorescent cell body. We apply the widely
used multi-layer perceptron1 (MLP) trained with the backpropagation rule [26]. To improve the performance of the
MLP the training algorithm is modified. First, a regularization is added to the energy function to avoid large weight
vectors, which is called weight decay. Second, we applied
resilient back-propagation (RPROP) [27] to speed up the
network learning, which is achieved by local adaption of
the weight learn rates according to the present behavior of
the error function. Best results are obtained with a MLP of
256 input neurons, 2 hidden layers of 32 and 8 neurons and
1 output neuron, trained in 150 epochs on the training set.

3.3 Hybrid system
The hybrid system for cell detection computes the positions
of cells in two steps. In a first step a circle Hough transform
with a low threshold value th computes candidate cell positions. The 16 × 16 sized image patches v(x,y) ∈ [0; 1]256
at these positions are fed into the MLP classifier C(v(x,y) ),
with

C(v(x,y) )=


 fluorescent cell at (x,y)


 no fluorescent cell at (x,y)

if C(v(x,y) )>to

(1)

else.

4 Results
The system performance is evaluated by plots of ROC
terms SE and PPV. Different variants of the system are ap-

Figure 1. Example fluorescence micrograph of lymphocyte
cells in a blood sample

1 In recent years, kernel based methods have been object of much research effort and gained remarkable popularity in the field supervised
learning. The most prominent algorithm among these is the Support Vector Machine (SVM) proposed by V.Vapnik [24] for binary classification.
Nevertheless, SVMs are not considered here, because in the field of medical informatics, MLPs are still the most widely used supervised learning
architecture [25] and is reported to reach performances comparable to the
SVM.
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Figure 2. (a) Contour pixels are mapped to cells of potential centroid points in the accumulator. The circles in the image are
represented by local maxima in the three dimensional array. (b) The accumulator of the micrograph (left) is computed based
on a pre-processed feature map (an edge map computed using a Laplace filter), and projected onto one plane (middle). In the
enlarged subregion one can see maximum accumulator values that identify the cells’ centroids. A following post-processing in
the projection plain results in a list of cell positions (right).
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Figure 3. (a) Sensitivity (solid) and positive predictive
value (dashed) for the Hough transform based cell detection are plotted for different accumulator maximum threshold th and different edge thresholds te = 30 (left) and
te = 60 (right). (b) In an enlarged sub-region of the
micrograph, the computed cellpositions are marked with
white points. False positive cell positions are marked with
a dashed circle, one false negative with a white square.
plied and tested. First, the cell positions are computed applying just the Hough transform (see Figure 3). We observe
a strong growing number of FP cells for slightly decreasing the threshold value th , expressed by the steepness of
the PPV decrease. A closer look at the positions of the FP
reveals, that the Hough transform tends to produce FPs between cells (cf. 3 (b)). Since the cells use to be densely clustered in in-vivo samples a purely Hough transform based
cell detection is not sufficient. Second, we apply the hybrid
cell detection system to the data and compute SE/PPV plots
for varying the threshold value to . The preceding Hough
transform is applied with different values for th . The plots
show the best system performance for larger th (see Figure 4 (a)). It can be shown, that the MLP eliminates FP
positions considerably (see Figure 4 (b)). Especially FPs
between cells are correctly rejected by the MLP.
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Discussion

We presented a first application of a hybrid system of
Hough transform and MLP to the problem of cell detec-
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Figure 4. (a) The plots of sensitivity (solid) and positive
predictive value (dashed) are shown for the hybrid cell detection system. A Hough transform with a large threshold
value th (right plot) achieved better results than a less specific parameterized one (left plot). (b) The final cell position candidates are marked with white squares. False positive positions are eliminated by the MLP (dashed circles).
tion in fluorescence microscopy. It is shown, that postprocessing the Hough transform result by a trained ANN
classifier reduces the number of false positive positions
considerably. The system, processes one micrograph in less
than 1 minute on a standard PC and is easy to extend to new
image data, condition to the regularity of the cells’ shapes.
Recently, works have been published to learn Hough
transform parameters for arbitrary shapes from a set of labeled data (e. g. [28]. Which is an interesting approach, although it contains some work load, because the algorithm
has to be provided with some hand set landmarks in the images along the cell shapes. In contrast to this learning of a
shape, our approach matches the image objects with a very
generalized shape model, i. e. a circle. The lack of specificity is compensated by the application of an ANN, which
is parameterized with high specificity. Besides the architecture of the MLP, the system contains only two critical
parameters, that have to be tuned, which are the thresholds of the two modules th and to . From our point of view,
this is more than acceptable, because both can be iteratively
tuned full-automatically by evaluating SE and PPV.
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